Catering Contracts

CPCC now has two Catering Agency Term Contracts; both are multi-vendor awards and can be used interchangeably.

Harris Conference Center’s Catering Agency Term Contract #88-050508-HCC was awarded to “Plate Perfect Catering” and “Something Classic Catering”. Harris Conference Center will use the two vendors for all catering needs. The PCard can be used for transactions of $2,500 or under. A requisition and blanket purchase order will be used for transactions of $2,500 or more.

CPCC’s Catering Agency Term Contract #88-080916-2 was awarded to “High Cotton Catering,” “Plate Perfect Catering” and “Triple Crown Catering.” This contract is for orders of $2,500 or more; encumbered through the e-procurement system. Request a quote for your event and process a requisition based on the quote. Users are not required to use the contract for orders less than $2,500.

See below for contact information. All caterers may be used, amount will determine method of ordering.

1. High Cotton Catering (Andrew King)
   Phone: 704-531-9440  Email: Hcott2508@aol.com
   CPCC Agency Term Contract: $2,500 or more

2. Plate Perfect Catering (Taryn George)
   Phone: 704-343-0155  Email: tgeorge@plateperfectcatering.com
   Harris Conference Center Agency Term Contract: All orders
   CPCC Agency Term Contract: $2,500 or more

3. Something Classic Catering (Vicki Burckhardt)
   Phone: 704-377-4202  Email: vicki@somethingclassic.com
   Harris Conference Agency Center Contract: All orders

4. Triple Crown Catering (Gracie Young)
   Phone: 704-672-9910  Email: gracie@triplecrowncaterers.com
   CPCC Agency Term Contract: $2,500 or more